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A riveder le stelle
Da macchina da guerra incompiuta a machine à voire
Francesco Collotti e Giacomo Pirazzoli

Incompiuta allo scoppio della Grande
Guerra, la fortezza austroungarica ipogea di Pozzacchio (dietro Rovereto) è
uno dei luoghi del sistema (di forti, trincee, osservatori etc.) ove da anni lavoriamo per risignificare paesaggi fortificati.
Inizialmente (1997-2000) abbiamo reso
“introduzione” al sito museale la pseudoarcheologia delle casermette: con qualche
distanza da coloro che oggi ricostruirebbero tutto come se nulla fosse accaduto,
abbiamo cercato di far rivivere i manufatti
non solo per la loro presenza, ma in quanto fatti spaziali. Indirizzando l’occhio del visitatore della domenica, abbiamo protetto
i ruderi con due tettoie in legno rette da
pilastri in tubo di ferro: una di esse, a base
quadrata e andamento isotropo, ospiterà
il modello in cemento e ferro della fortezza, fruibile fino a salirci sopra, tenendo
insieme pianta e sezione, spiegando così
l’interno scavato che l’esterno naturale
non svela. Quindi, avendo il Comune
acquistato il forte previa nostra opera di
assistenza, la seconda mossa, stavolta
su incarico della Sovrintendenza ai Beni
Architettonici della Provincia Autonoma
di Trento (2005-2009): le foto della ricognizione aerea (1918 – Archivio Museo
della Guerra, Rovereto) mostrano i resti
di un cantiere, così per noi il tema diviene
la fruibilità in “ragionevole sicurezza” con
narrazione dello sviluppo costruttivo e
spaziale. Anche qui, come sugli Altipiani di
Folgaria Lavarone e Luserna,1 un capitolo
particolare della nostra ricerca progettuale volta a re-istituire misura al paesaggio
insiste sulla natura di opere costruite
per traguardare senza essere viste; e sul
campo abbiamo ritrovato tra le macerie le
sedi dei tubi ottici puntati verso una “insospettabile” casa nella valle, stazione di
collegamento tra le fortezze: così un laser
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installato nell’originaria posizione segnerà
nella notte questo racconto di memoria.
Conduciamo la rilettura della “fonte fisica” insieme alla relativa “fonte scritta”
(secondo simmetrica definizione degli
archeologi),2 e ci è naturale il riferimento
al lavoro sul vuoto di Rachel Whiteread.
Abbiamo messo a fuoco una strategia di
intervento site specific che lascia da parte
sia la “pura invenzione dell’architetto”
(contributo alla scemissima e colpevole
distruzione del paesaggio italiano) sia la
altrettanto penosa “completa ricostruzione” figlia di una iper-storia dimentica della
contemporaneità (e in molti casi arbitraria). Peraltro nel programma del progetto
abbiamo previsto anche un apposito
comitato scientifico che, in collaborazione
col MART di Rovereto, renda questo riusato paesaggio eccezionale sala all’aperto per il lavoro di selezionati artisti, sensata
esperienza del contemporaneo.
Nelle sale scavate a volta NON rifacciamo stanze di legno COM’ERANO quanto
piuttosto DOV’ERANO, concettualizzando i materiali; invece del legno il ferro
- grigliato per gli orizzontamenti, per uno
“sguardo trasparente” su quel che c’era,
la traccia; e le stanze nella grotta divengono “teche rovesce” illuminate nell’interstizio perimetrale, per veder lo scavo.
Da quell’interno scuro, con una scala in
ferro disegnata a misura nel pozzo che
avrebbe dovuto esser del montacarichi
- site specific come rimettere il torsolo
alla mela cui l’avevan tolto - si giunge,
per la passerella-calco dei corridoi di
collegamento tra le cupole corazzate mai
messe in opera, a riveder le stelle. Nuova
machine à voire (le paysage).
1
G. Pirazzoli F. Collotti, Il sistema delle fortificazioni
degli Altipiani - progetto preliminare PAT 2006
2
Der Kavernenbau, Wien, August 1917.
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public life; sunlight is filtered by a concrete beam brise-soleil.
The stair gives hospitality to a lot of different functions, including an auditorium and
a little conference hall: it is a place of arrivals and departures, with an informative
point, for expositions and a divulgative area: it is an instrument of orientation in public life. The connective paths that leave from here are directed to the whole building
throught a linear distribution along the spiral with interruptions at the structural joints
and a simple and rational vertical connection: the result is a tight volume.
As for the interpretation of characteristic features of the place, the building interprets the relation with the landscape and the nature throught a bio-ecological
attention by some technical and projectual solutions to reach a good climate
efficiency: good exposition, natural ventilation by the use of the underground
basement to reproduce fresh air, the gathering or rainy waters, the passive use of
solar energy by a south oriented double glass wall as a “solar machine”.
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From the unfinished war-machine to the “machine à voire”
by Francesco Collotti and Giacomo Pirazzoli
(page 36)

Like in the stone of the Alps sunken battleships, just before WW1 the Austro-Hungarian
empire built a fortresses’s crown on the southern border to prevent the former allied Italy
invading Tyrol.
Unfinished at the outbreak of the war, the
Pozzacchio fort is one among the strongpoint’s system were since fifteen years we are
attending at putting of fortified landscapes to
work. Sequences of mountains, valleys and
high tablelands measured and sighted via little
monuments, reference points, old trenches’s
traces (following an ancient idea of architectural cultivation of the landscape, not far
indeed from K.F. Schinkel’s way TO GO ON
WILDERNESS WITH ARCHITECTURE).
Starting as introduction to the museum-site by roofing the remains in the way of
the archelogist far from the temptation to reconstruct all as if here nothing happened (1997-200), we tried to let the original artifacts live again as space-facts.
Trying to educate the eyes of the Sunday’s visitor, we protected the ruins of
soldier’s barracks with light wooden sheds on tight rusty steel legs. One of this
realised sheds, the square-like shaped one, will repair an iron-and-concrete
scale model of the whole fortress, able to show at the same time plan and cross
section, EXPLAINING THE BORED AND MINED INTERIOR THAT THE WILD
MOUNTAIN DOESN’T IMMEDIATELY DISCLOSE.
As second step (2005-2009), after the purchase by the local Municpality of the
whole fortified place (suggested by us to put this place to its best use) we worked
to let the in the body of the mountain’s bored tunnelnet safe and accesible.
On behalf of the Superintendence for monuments of the Provincia Autonoma di
Trento (2005-2009)
interpretating the aerial photos shooten by the reconnaissance-aircrafts (1918)
showing the fortress still on the stocks at the end of the war, we decided not to
complete the site but to let its use reasonably safe, in the same way TO PUT ON
THE STAGE THE NARRATION of its building and space development.
We reflect on the “physical source” together with the related “written source” (according to the symmetrical definition by archeologists), and the reference to the
work on empty spaces carried on by Rachel Whiteread is fully natural.
We fucus a site specific working strategy, leaving aside both the “pure invention
by the architect” (contribution to the dumbest and guilty destruction of the Italian
landscape) and the equally painful “completes reconstruction” coming from a
hiper-history forgetting about the contemporary (and in many cases arbitrary).
Moreover in the developing program of the project we have suggested also an
appropriate scientific committee that, in collaboration with MART (the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Rovereto) will make of this exceptionally re-used landascape
the ein-plein-air annex of the Museum for selected artists.
In the interior space, into the mined voulted rooms, we’re NOT going to rebuild
wooden rooms AS they were, but exactly WHERE they were, by conceptualizing the
materials; wood is re-placed by iron – grills for the floors, for a “transparent view” on
the pre-existing traces; at the same time the rooms inside become “reverted showcases” enlighted all along the perimetral interstice in order to let visible the digging.
From that dark interior, by an iron stair precisely designed for the space of the
sink that would have hosted the elevator - site specific like replacing the inner
part of the apple to an apple which had it digged – you’ll come up; there a
footbridge-footprint of the connection upper corridors - between the never placed
iron cupolas – will lead you to see again the stairs. The ancient fortress is a new
“machine à voire (le paysage)”.
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Laura Andreini - Archea

Theatre and Auditorium for the Maggio Musicale in Florence
by Laura Andreini
(page 42)

Florence vaunts a
very long tradition of
theatre and music, a
tradition which is kept
alive by continuous innovation, experimentation and adaptation
of classical canons to
contemporary moods
and tastes, a kind of
renaissance which is
the distinctive character of the city. This is why, although the Maggio Fiorentino has seen many successful seasons and gone through periods of crisis as well, it has never disappointed
the expectation of an enthusiastic and knowledgeable public which still lacks a true
home for music, unlike Rome which has the new Santa Cecilia Auditorium and
Milan which vaunts its new, renovated Scala theatre.
This is the scenario and premises for the design proposal of Studio Archea for the
competition for the new theatre and auditorium for the Maggio Musicale in Florence,
one of the projects that are partially financed by the funds dedicated to the celebration of the 150 years of the Unity of Italy, a commitment which has been accepted,
beyond the results of the competition and the project, as a cultural contribution to
the city which has an innate ability to combine tradition and innovation, modernity
and classicism, a challenge accepted on a purely intellectual level, where the value
of the work is related to its setting.
The site chosen by the Municipal Administration is, as such, a strategic space for
the city, as it is located on the edge of the Cascine park, overlooking the alleys
encircling the city. At the same time it is symbolic: not just a railway area in disuse,
but one of the first railway areas in Italy, a technological primacy achieved by Florence in a period of particular interest in the history of all Europe.
Technological primacy, artistic primacy and innovation “animate” an architectural shell
housing the heart of the Maggio theatre, structured as a very long harmonic wave, in a
smooth and uninterrupted development, a kind of musical instrument half-way between
a violin and an arrangement of several tailplanes whose soundboxes of different sizes
make the exterior of the building remind of a musical instrument. A plastic continuum,
which encloses the two theatres, but that is at the same time open to a perceptive
multidirectional permeability, with prospects of both the city and the Arno.
No mere functional container, no ivory tower for specialists, but a place that is
circumscribed yet heterodirectional, open to the universality of art and knowledge,
music in a tangible form, barycentre articulated and connected by continuous relations, with the variegated edge of the urban tissue of the old town, with the natural
and jagged one of the Cascine Park, and with the compact and well-defined one
of the more recent urban fronts.
The space of the entire aggregate is held together by a large public pedestrian area,
a kind of square dedicated to art and music, which is inhabited by sculptures dedicated to this theme, made especially for this site by Giuliano Vangi. A space which,
apart from asserting a specific integrated architectural value by means of the shell
of the building, thus defining its flows and hierarchies, becomes a stone garden, a
point for watching and listening to music in the open.
Not an open, simply paved space, but an area where the visitor is guided on an
architectural promenade around the theatre, along a path that varies in height,
from street level in the area closest to Viale Fratelli Rosselli to the point near the two
theatres which project on the square, where installations and constantly changing
prospects seem to converge on the outdoor theatre with 2000 seats placed below
the projecting part of the theatre, intended for the staging of theatre and symphonic
events in the warm season. As a space for relations, open to the city, the pedestrian
area is completely open and accessible both from the side nearest the Cascine
Park, thanks to a slab crossing the Macinante canal by the foyer on which the two
theatres pivot, and from the north, on the rear side of the theatre by the service
entrances, whose design makes it appear as a second main facade, as it is this side
which is nearest the recent urban building tissue and the subway station.
The plastic shell, characterized by the soft accents and nuances provided by a carefully
studied exterior in earthenware glazed in shifting colours ranging from white to green,
houses the lyric theatre seating 2000, completely faced in wood, the auditorium seating
1000, which also vaunts a wooden interior, and which may be used as foyer. The design makes it one of the few examples in Europe of such a complex functional machine
organized within one single architectural complex, designed as a unitary structure.
The entire volume continues in an elongated arrangement towards the southern side
of the old Leopolda station, encircling it and becoming a part of this structure, now an
exhibition centre, at the same time respecting the unique and characteristic traits as
a typical neoclassical building from the Lorrainese period. This functional axis, which
projects towards Viale Fratelli Rosselli, hosts both administrative premises connected to
the theatre and the auditorium, and the shops featured by the Preliminary Project, serving both as a distributive element for the public pedestrian area and the covered parking
area, and as architectural landmark, projected towards the old town. The presence, inside this building, of shops, cafes and bars as well as leisure activities, in fact represents
a symbolic link to the city, a hinge where the different activities meet, to be shifted both
towards the pedestrian areas and towards those dedicated to music and entertainment. This functional element represents the connection between the exclusive nature

of the theatre and the concert hall and the less demanding activities of amusement and
shopping, acting as an invitation to stroll through the sequence of different areas, gradually exploring an itinerary which ideally leads to the large covered spaces consecrated
to music and theatre. An itinerary which may enable Florence to re-appropriate the
universality of music and the natural beauty of the vegetation and colours of the Cascine
gardens, in which context the music park was to play an essential role.

Maria Grazia Eccheli and Riccardo Campagnola
The last “home” by Alberto Pireddu

contemporary, as it happens to every zenithal light, seems indipendent from it. The
space is troubled by the contrast between that distant and bright blue and the surrounding shadow. In the eastern small room, the morning glimmer get reflexed on
a water surface set on the place where originally there was the entrance. The aim
is that to dissipate the shadows, while in the ashes room at the west side, the light
break in upon the only furniture (a stone block in the centre of the room on which
the urn with the ashes will be laid) from a unique opening trough which it is possible
to stare the void openings of the neoclassical cemetery.
The quiet brightness of the spaces underlines the wish of silence that inspires this
project where “those who speak” are the few elements before described.
As it is in the silence that always “dies the lone harping of the restless soul”.
Translation by Bruno Gerolimetto
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Michelangelo, depicting “La crocefissione
di Pietro” inside the “Cappella Paolina”,
catches the personages as if they were overhelmed by an unavoidable and mysterious
constriction, by a hidden tiranny.
Empty spaces are alternated by grim
throngs and distressed desert parts lay
beside strictly entangles human mess as if
it were an ugly dream.
The depth of the space is not achieved
gradually but is suddendly disvealed by a
short glimpse of the intense blue sky that
pierces the painted surface. The personages
lose any individual pattern: the marks of the age, the sex identity, the character, all is
cancelled and everything seems abstract, while the individuality fades away in front of the
universe where the human beeing feels bewildered in front of the absolute.
Michelangelo tackles the theme of the death dramatically and in the same time sublime obtaining, as remarked by Arnold Hauser: “the transition from the masterpiece
to the captured confession, a peculiar vision of the interregnum of the spirit where
the aesthetic domain borders with the metaphisycs and the expression swinging
between the sensible and the oversensible appears to get free trough the spirit. At
the end what is created approaches the shapeless and distressed nothing.”
It is a very subtle theme in front of wich the refusal of Loos to speak with the architecture is compelled to surrender as, at the end, he is persuaded that it is possible
to contrue virtual spaces only if they are depending on deceptive functions or to hint
to that “poetic dwelling” so beloved by Friedrich Holderlin.
“If in a wood we find a grave six feet long and three feet large and one side shaped
as a pyramidal trunk suddendly we get serious as we feel: here somebody is buried.
This is architecture.” The project of Maria Grazia Eccheli and Riccardo Campagnola
for the “Aula del commiato”, crematorium hall at Monumental Cemetery in Verona
starts exactly from the effort to fix in concretenes of the architecture the instant
when the soul appears willing to resist while the body fades away.
The space of the terrestrial extinction declines the formal archetype of the pyramidal trunk always associated with the illusion of a life beyond the death.
It is a universal attitude that copensate the sad rite of the farewell cerimony as, according a young Rilke remark while visiting Florence: “the essential is to see all within
the life conferring dignity to any element, also the mysticism, also to the death.”
The site of the project is a small building, partly dismantled and wrecked placed
between the northern wall of the church of the Monumental Cemetery and the Field
of the Evangelians, enough at the point where the compositive harmony and the
majesty of the Barbieri’s construction suddenly relent, generating spaces that never
have been able to acquire stable shapes and remained unaccomplished seemingly
waiting for a new order. The project accepts what was already existing and builds
up inward and artificial wreckage that establishes between them a precise dialectic
in the plan as well in the section.
The existing space is subdivided in three parts according to an internal hierarchy;
at the center l’“Aula”, the hall flanked by the small room, la “piccola stanza” suited
as the place of the last farewell for cerimonies celebrated somewhere else and the
ashes room, la “stanza delle ceneri”.
The three rooms form an ideal “mourning stage” that lives along with the “Theatre of
the world”, “both spaces of that drama that the human being performs the last act”.
Four doors along the walls of the pyramid connect each other while a fifth door in
the backstage wall introduces the invisible behind the scene where materially the
cremation lythurgy is consumed.
In front of the building there is the farewell garden, “Il giardino del commiato” limited
by the external wall of the Monumental Cemetery and by a portico that expand the
internal space of the chapels and receive in the eastern side the place of memory
with the setting of the small stones to which the chstian pity commit the memory
of the names of the defuncts.
Above the portico the new facade is conceived like a fragment, an accomplished
pattern that narrates the impossibility of establishing a relation with the extraordinary
scene of the church of the Monumental Cemetery, not only but also with the short
human life: the profile designed as a cabin of the preexisting building is emptied so
that the pyramid, encapsuleded between the walls by which she is sorrounded,
confined with the emptyness of the sky.
Infact it is with the sky that the farewell hall endeavours to have a dialog in the effort
to relinquish to the rite it’s meaning and the unquestionable dignity. A zenithal light
descends on the walls of the trunked pyramid, until she reaches the floor.
The light varies upon the hour and the season, marks the passing of the time, and
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The Light and the Matter by Michelangelo Pivetta
(page 54)

Impluvium of light
In the undefined outskirts of Granada, the
central offices of the Caja General, the most
significant bank of the city, has been built.
A great semi-cubical volume serves as a
reference to tense this new part of the city. In
order to resolve the slope of the site and the
ground floor level, a great base is created
between the two highways that border
the site upon which the cubic piece sits. In
this podium, parking and future additions
are resolved. The emerging, stereotomic,
cubic box, is built of a reinforced concrete
grid 3 x 3 x 3 meters, which serves as
a mechanism to collect light, the central
theme of this architecture. The two southern
facades function as a “brise-soleil,” finely shading the potent light, and providing
illumination to the areas of open offices. The two northern facades, giving onto the
individual offices, receive the homogeneous and continuous light characteristic of this
orientation, and are enclosed by stone and glass in horizontal bands.
The central interior courtyard, a true “impluvium1 of light,” gathers the solid
southern light from the skylights and, reflected by the alabaster parameters,
augments the illumination of the open offices. Functionally the building has a great
capacity, flexibility, and simplicity.
Simply, it is a stereotomic, containing, stone and concrete box, that traps
sunlight in its interior to serve a tectonic, contained, box enclosed in an efficient
“impluvium of light.” A diagonal space crossed by a diagonal light.
Stereotomic and Tectonic are terms used here in the sense used by Kenneth Frampton.
Container and Contained are terms used here in the sense used by Hans Sedlmayr
1

the uncovered portion in the center of the atrium of a Roman house, where the rainwater enters.
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The first creature of God was the light.
(F. Bacon)
A stereotomic volume clearly dipped in the luminous sky of Andalusia, placed on a
podium to surpass the confused city development of Grenada stands out the limits
of the city and beyond its river.
The Caja General is introduced like a contemporary temple to the human civilization,
where the man and its work are in the center of everything but always under the
inflexible influence of the essential natural elements: the light and the matter. The
sage Baeza’s vision, fruit of a long research in the relationship within between these
elements and remarkable previous exercises on smaller scale buildings, in the Caja
General de Ahorros finds confirmation and extraordinary new power.
Velasquez and Goya in the painting, Almendros and Erice in the cinema, seem to be
only the premonition stars of the Spanish artistic and cultural experience in surveying the
light volumetric condition as peculiar identity, thematic condition in architecture today,
also through the Campo Baeza’s work, powerfully Iberian. The light is material own of
the plan, no form can be conceived without thinking about the dramatic effects that it
has on everything that encircles to us; for this forms and materials the sage use in their
ability to reflect or to absorb the consequences, becomes main composition theme.
This consideration, in a first and fast observation, seems to put other considerations in second plane about typologic - composing order, but the development
of this relationship between surfaces/materials and they exposure never prevail
over the clever taste for the reference and the abstractions expressing enunciated
between the lines of a text only at the appearance simple and immediate.
This makes the Madrilenian architect the exact contrary of the refined minimalist, as
he was been many times defined; essentiality is not minimalism but clarity of attempts,
simplicity in the detection of on the contrary complex ideas.
Thus the volume of the Caja General recalls in own measures without misunderstandings the Palace of Carl V in the Alhambra, the section is the result of the constant evolution of the hypotheses already expressed in Turègano House, the perfect
geometric constructions and their variations in the plans and fronts are a conscious
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